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Description

This ticket is related to #17071 and #17579.

In Zitec, we are trying to find a clean UI/UX solution to allow users to add multiple entities when performing multiple searches in

modals like Add Watchers, Add members, Add projects. The current issues are very well explained in the related tickets.

We came up with 3 proposals:

1. add_to_bottom.jpg which display the selected entities (users for example) under the search results section:

 add_to_bottom.jpg 

2. add_to_right_with_checkbox.jpg which display the selected entities to the right of the search results

 add_to_right_with_checkbox.jpg 

3. add_to_right_with_x.jpg same as 2, but an "X" icon is used to remove the selected entities.

 add_to_right_with_x.jpg 

Personally, I like the 3rd solution. Any feedback is welcome.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Defect #17071: Adding Watchers UX Is Not Clean New

Related to Redmine - Defect #17579: Edit Watchers List Loses Checked Watchers... Closed

History

#1 - 2018-05-15 00:28 - Marius BALTEANU

- Related to Defect #17071: Adding Watchers UX Is Not Clean added

#2 - 2018-05-15 00:28 - Marius BALTEANU

- Related to Defect #17579: Edit Watchers List Loses Checked Watchers When Performing Multiple Searches added

#3 - 2018-05-22 06:28 - Bernhard Rohloff

I like the third version the most, too. The list view seems very handy to me and the red X makes it clear that the item is removed from that list. A

disappearing checkbox item feels very odd to me.
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